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HarperCollins Publishers. Paperback. Book Condition: new. BRAND NEW, In the Dark: Level 6, Claire
Llewellyn, Collins Arabic Big Cat is a guided reading series for ages 3 to 11. The series is structured
with reference to the learning progression of Arabic at nursery and primary schools researched
especially for Collins. This carefully graded approach allows children to build up their reading
knowledge of Arabic step by step. Level 6 books provide an advance on level 5. Sentences are still
highly repetitive but slightly longer, with simple story development supported by illustrations.
Double spacing is used between words to ensure children see where each new word in a sentence
begins and ends. Although the focus at level 6 remains on reading the core words, the concept of
reading hamzat al-wasl and sun letters correctly is introduced in non-verbal sentences of up to 4-5
words. This superb text uses atmospheric illustrations to show what happens in the neighbourhood
when it is dark. Who can be found in the city streets when children are tucked up in bed? Which
animals prowl in the wood by the light of the moon? Pages 14 and 15 repeat the scenes explored
throughout the book, allowing children...
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Complete guideline for publication fans. I am quite late in start reading this one, but better then never. It is extremely di icult to leave it before concluding,
once you begin to read the book.
-- Llewellyn Ter r y-- Llewellyn Ter r y

This ebook is definitely not e ortless to get started on reading through but very fun to read through. it was actually writtern very perfectly and valuable. I
discovered this ebook from my dad and i suggested this book to understand.
-- K a den Da ug her ty V-- K a den Da ug her ty V
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